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My Revit Story
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- I started in Revit in 2007 in Atlanta, GA.  - From there, I moved to Chicago, IL to continue using Revit, becoming an internal trainer for the office.  - I then moved to Grand Rapids to educate others design professionals and students on Revit and its many benefits.- I now teach a BIM drafting course at Kendall and also teach additional Revit training internally at Progressive AE.



What is Revit?

Revit is a type of BIM or Building 
Information Modelling software.



Revit combines...

  2D      +  3D

into 1 model



This model  
allows horizontal  
and vertical  
“slices” to be  
created to  
view different  
real-time views  
of the model.

BIM (Building Information Model)

Views: Floor Plans and  
Reflected Ceiling Plans 
(this could also refer to  
levels or reference planes)

Views: Elevations and Sections  
(this could also refer to column  
grids or reference planes)
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Demo to Revit to show slices of model.



Revit adds intelligence to...

roofs, floors, walls, windows, 
doors, furniture, casework, 
equipment, etc... 
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Demo to Revit to show doors/windows/furniture and that there is intelligence to each object.



Revit allows...

multiple users  
to work  
simultaneously  
in one model.
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Demo to revit to show central model and talk about how this allows the team to move much more quickly and efficiently.



Programming

Cost Estimating

Furniture Specifications

3D Visualization

Construction Documentation

Furniture Installation Drawings

Revit

Legend

Program highly suited for task

Program not ideal for this task

CET  
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Comparison
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Talk through furniture vs architectural cost estimating and that it doesn't mean the program won't work for the task, just that it would be more difficult to achieve.

Plug for revlink class.



1. Programming

2. Construction Documentation

3. 3D Visualization

Revit key strengths...



Programming
 - Level of modelling

 - Square feet analysis + Scheduling

 - Presentation Drawings
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1. Programming	- level of modelling		-talk through efficiency 		and non duplication of 		effort	- square feet analysis		-demo rooms, grow 		and expand walls		-show room 			scheduling	- Presentation Drawings		-show floor plan with 		shadows and color 		scheme for zoning
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Construction Documentation
 - Built-In Consistency

 - 2D/3D streamlined and precise transitions

 - More upfront team/consultant  
    communication and coordination
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2. Construction Documentation	-Built-In Consistency		-demo elevation and 		section markers 			populating with 			numbers		-doors/door tags	- 2D/3D streamlined and 	precise transitions			-demo enlarged plans 		to details	- More upfront team/consultant 	   communication and 		   coordination		-story about 			mep/structural in 		same file 



3D Visualization
 - Working 3D Views

 - Camera Views

 - Rendering 3 
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3. 3D Visualization	- Working 3D Views		-default 3D view and 		section box	- Camera Views		-creating new camera 		view from anywhere in 		building	- Renderings		-Show cloud 			renderings




